The analysis of nonlinear interaction of transversal electromagnetic field with collisionless plasma is carried out. Formulas for calculation electric current in collisionless plasma with arbitrary degree of degeneration of electronic gas are deduced. It has appeared, that the nonlinearity account leads to occurrence of the longitudinal electric current directed along a wave vector. This second current is orthogonal to the known transversal current, received at the classical linear analysis.
Introduction
Dielectric permeability in quantum plasma was studied by many authors [1] - [11] . Dielectric permeability is one of the major plasma characteristics.
This quantity is necessary for the description of skin-effect [12] , for the analysis surface plasmons [13] , for descriptions of process of propagation and attenuation of the transversal plasma oscillations [8] , for studying of the mechanism of penetration electromagnetic waves in plasma [7] , and for the analysis of other problems in the plasma physics [14] - [19] .
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Let us notice, that for the first time in work [1] the formula for calculation of longitudinal dielectric permeability into quantum plasma has been deduced. Then the same formula has been deduced and in work [2] .
In the present work formulas for calculation electric current into collisionless plasma at any temperature (at any degrees of degeneration of the electronic gas) are deduced.
It has appeared, that electric current expression consists of two summands. The first summand, linear on vector potential, is known classical expression of electric current. This electric current is directed along vector potential of electromagnetic field. The second summand represents itself electric current, which is proportional to the square vector potential of electromagnetic field. The second current is perpendicular to the first and it is directed along the wave vector. Occurrence of the second current comes to light the spent account nonlinear character interactions of electromagnetic field with plasma.
Let us underline, that the nonlinear phenomena in plasma are studied more half century (see, for example, [20] - [22] ). However, the electric current directed along a wave vector, was not is revealed earlier.
Vlasov kinetic equation and its solution
Let us consider Vlasov equation describing behaviour of collisionless plasmas
Vector potential we take as orthogonal to direction of a wave vector
in the form of the running harmonious wave A(r, t) = A 0 e i(kr−ωt) .
Scalar potential we will consider equal to zero. Electric and magnetic fields are connected with vector potential by equalities
The wave vector we direct along axis x: k = k(1, 0, 0), and vector potential of elec tromagnetic field we direct along axis y:
Let us operate with method of consecutive approximations. Considering, that the member with an electromagnetic field has an order, on unit smaller other members, let us rewrite the equation (1.1) in the form
Here in zero approximation f
is the absolute Fermi Dirac distribution,
, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the plasmas temperature, µ is the chemical potential of plasmas.
It is easy to see, that
where α is the dimensionless (normalized) chemical potential, P = v/v T = p/p T is the dimensionless electron velosity (or momentum),
Therefore in zero approximation
We notice that
We search solution in first approximation in the form
In this approximation the equation (1.4) becomes simpler
From the equation (1.5) it is found
where
In the second approximation for function f (2) we search in the form
Let us substitute f (2) in (1.4). We receive the equation
From this equation it is found
Distribution function in square-law approximation on the field it is
where f 1 , f 2 are given accordingly by formulas (1.6) and (1.7).
Density of electric current
Let us calculate current density
By means of (1.8) it is visible, that the vector of current density has two nonzero components j = (j x , j y , 0).
Here j y is the density of known transversal current, calculated as
This current is directed along electric field, its density is deduced by means of linear approximation of distribution function. Square-law on quantity of an electromagnetic field composed f 2 the contribution to density of a current does not bring. Density of transversal current it is calculated under the formula
Here k T is the thermal wave number,
Let us calculate the longitudinal current. For density of longitudinal current according to definition it is had
Having taken advantage (1.7), from here we receive, that
Equality (2.4) can be simplified
The first integral from (2.5) is equal to zero. Really, we will consider internal integral on P y ∞ −∞ ∂ ∂P y (P y g(P ))dP y = P y g(P )
Now in the second integral from (2.5) we will calculate internal integral
Thus, equality (2.5) becomes simpler
(2.6)
Double internal integral from (2.6) in plane (P y , P z ) it is calculated in polar coordinates (P y = ρ cos ϕ, P z = ρ sin ϕ):
x . Hence, the density of longitudinal current is equal to
Let us present the formula (2.8) in an invariant form. For this purpose we will introduce transversal electric field
q(Eq) q 2 . Now equality (2.8) we will present in coordinate-free form
The integral (2.7) is calculated with use of known rule of Landau as Cauchy type integral
Symbol V.p. means principal value of integral. The sign choice x − iε in the previous formula means attenuation in time of potential of an electromagnetic field
We will present this formula in the following form
where J(Ω, q) is the dimensionless part of electric current density,
On fig. 1-3 we will present graphics of behaviour of the real part of dimensionless quantity of density of electric current
On fig. 4 ,5 we will present graphics of behaviour of the imaginary part of dimensionless quantity of density of electric current,
In case of small values of wave number from (2.6) it is received
It is possible to present this equality in the form
Let us find numerical density (concentration) of plasma in the equilibrium condition
Integral from expression for current density we will express through numerical concentration of plasma in equilibrium condition. It is as a result received, that
Here ω p is the plasma (Langmuir) frequency,
In coordinate-free form last equality rewritten as follows
Conclusions
In the present work the solution of Vlasov equation is used for collisionless plasmas. For the solution it is used the method of consecutive approximations. As small parametre the quantity of the vector potential of electromagnetic field (or to it proportional quantity of intensity of electric field) is considered.
At use of approximation of the second order it appears, that the electromagnetic field generates an electric current directed along the wave vector, and proportional to the size square of electric field.
Thus an electric current directed along electric field, the same, as in the linear analysis. 
